
On the Eonomis of AnonymityAlessandro Aquisti1, Roger Dingledine2, and Paul Syverson31 SIMS, UC Berkeley (aquisti�sims.berkeley.edu)2 The Free Haven Projet (arma�mit.edu)3 Naval Researh Lab (syverson�itd.nrl.navy.mil)Abstrat. Deentralized anonymity infrastrutures are still not in wideuse today. While there are tehnial barriers to a seure robust design,our lak of understanding of the inentives to partiipate in suh sys-tems remains a major roadblok. Here we explore some reasons whyanonymity systems are partiularly hard to deploy, enumerate the inen-tives to partiipate either as senders or also as nodes, and build a generalmodel to desribe the e�ets of these inentives. We then desribe andjustify some simplifying assumptions to make the model manageable,and ompare optimal strategies for partiipants based on a variety ofsenarios.Keywords: anonymity, eonomis, inentives, deentralized, reputation1 IntrodutionIndividuals and organizations need anonymity on the Internet. People want tosurf the Web, purhase online, and send email without exposing to others theiridentities, interests, and ativities. Corporate and military organizations mustommuniate with other organizations without revealing the existene of suhommuniations to ompetitors and enemies. Firewalls, VPNs, and enryptionannot provide this protetion; indeed, DiÆe and Landau have noted that traÆanalysis is the bakbone of ommuniations intelligene, not ryptanalysis [9℄.With so many potential users, it might seem that there is a ready marketfor anonymity servies | that is, it should be possible to o�er suh serviesand develop a paying ustomer base. However, with one notable exeption (theAnonymizer [2℄) ommerial o�erings in this area have not met with sustainedsuess. We ould attribute these failures to market immaturity, and to theurrent eonomi limate in general. However, this is not the whole story.In this paper we explore the inentives of partiipants to o�er and useanonymity servies. We set a foundation for understanding and larifying ourspeulations about the inuenes and interations of these inentives. Ultimatelywe aim to learn how to align inentives to reate an eonomially workable sys-tem for users and infrastruture operators.Setion 2 gives an overview of the ideas behind our model. Setion 3 goeson to desribe the variety of (often oniting) inentives and to build a general



model that inorporates many of them. In Setion 4 we give some simplifyingassumptions and draw onlusions about ertain senarios. Setions 5 and 6desribe some alternate approahes to inentives, and problems we enounter indesigning and deploying strong anonymity systems.2 The Eonomis of AnonymitySingle-hop web proxies like the Anonymizer protet end users from simple threatslike pro�le-reating websites. On the other hand, users of suh ommerial prox-ies are fored to trust them to protet traÆ information. Many users, partiu-larly large organizations, are rightly hesitant to use an anonymity infrastruturethey do not ontrol. However, on an open network suh as the Internet, runningone's own system won't work: a system that arries traÆ for only one organiza-tion will not hide the traÆ entering and leaving that organization. Nodes mustarry traÆ from others to provide over. The only viable solution is to distributetrust. That is, eah party an hoose to run a node in a shared infrastruture, ifits inentives are large enough to support the assoiated osts. Users with moremodest budgets or shorter-term interest in the system also bene�t from this de-entralized model, beause they an be on�dent that a few olluding nodes areunlikely to unover their anonymity.Today, however, few people or organizations are willing to run these nodes. Inaddition to the omplexities of on�guring urrent anonymity software, runninga node osts a signi�ant amount of bandwidth and proessing power, most ofwhih is used by `freeloading' users who do not themselves run nodes. Moreover,when administrators are faed with abuse omplaints onerning illegal or anti-soial use of their systems, the very anonymity that they're providing preludesthe usual solution of suspending users or otherwise holding them aountable.Unlike on�dentiality (enryption), anonymity annot be reated by thesender or reeiver. Alie annot deide by herself to send anonymous messages |she must trust the infrastruture to provide protetion, and others must use thesame infrastruture. Anonymity systems use messages to hide messages: sendersare onsumers of anonymity and also providers of the over traÆ that reatesanonymity for others. Thus users are better o� on rowded systems beause ofthe noise other users provide.Beause high traÆ is neessary for strong anonymity, agents must balanetheir inentives to �nd a ommon equilibrium, rather than eah using a system oftheir own. The high traÆ they reate together also enables better performane:a system that proesses only light traÆ must delay messages to ahieve ade-quately large anonymity sets. But systems that proess the most traÆ do notneessarily provide the best hiding: if trust is not well distributed, a high volumesystem is vulnerable to insiders and attakers who target the trust bottleneks.Anonymity systems fae a surprisingly wide variety of diret anonymity-breaking attaks [3, 20℄. Additionally, adversaries an also attak the eÆienyor reliability of nodes, or try to inrease the ost of running nodes. All of thesefators ombine to threaten the anonymity of the system. As Bak et al. point



out, \in anonymity systems usability, eÆieny, reliability and ost beome seu-rity objetives beause they a�et the size of the user base whih in turn a�etsthe degree of anonymity it is possible to ahieve." [3℄We must balane all of these tradeo�s while we examine the inentives forusers and node operators to partiipate in the system.3 Analyti FrameworkIn this setion and those that follow, we formalize the eonomi analysis ofwhy people might hoose to send messages through mix-nets.1 We disuss theinentives for agents to partiipate either as senders or also as nodes, and wepropose a general framework to analyze these inentives. In the next setion weonsider various appliations of our framework, and then in Setion 5 we examinealternate inentive mehanisms.We begin with two assumptions: the agents want to send messages to otherparties, and the agents value their anonymity. How various agents might valuetheir anonymity will be disussed below.An agent i (where i = (1; :::; n) and n is the number of potential partiipantsin the mix-net) bases her strategy on the following possible ations ai:1. At as a user of the system, spei�ally by sending (and reeiving) her owntraÆ over the system, asi , and/or agreeing to reeive dummy traÆ throughthe system, ari . (Dummy traÆ is traÆ whose only purpose is to obsureatual traÆ patterns.)2. At as an honest node, ahi , by reeiving and forwarding traÆ (and possi-bly ating as an exit node), keeping messages seret, and possibly reatingdummy traÆ.3. At as a dishonest node, adi , by pretending to forward traÆ but not doing so,by pretending to reate dummy traÆ but not doing so (or sending dummytraÆ easily reognizable as suh), or by eavesdropping traÆ to ompromisethe anonymity of the system.4. Send messages through onventional non-anonymous hannels, ani , or sendno messages at all.Various bene�ts and osts are assoiated with eah agent's ation and thesimultaneous ations of the other agents. The expeted bene�ts inlude:1. Expeted bene�ts from sending messages anonymously. We model them asa funtion of the subjetive value eah agent i plaes on the informationsuessfully arriving at its destination, vri ; the subjetive value of keepingher identity anonymous, vai ; the pereived level of anonymity in the sys-tem, pai (the subjetive probability that the sender and message will remain1 Mixes were introdued by David Chaum (see [6℄). A mix takes in a bath of messages,hanges their appearane, and sends them out in a new order, thus obsuring therelation of inoming to outgoing messages.



anonymous); and the pereived level of reliability in the system, pri (the sub-jetive probability that the message will be delivered). The subjetive valueof maintaining anonymity ould be related to the pro�ts the agent expetsto make by keeping that information anonymous, or the losses the agentsexpets to avoid by keeping that information anonymous. We represent thelevel of anonymity in the system as a funtion of the traÆ (number of agentssending messages in the system, ns), the number of nodes (number of agentsating as honest nodes, nh, and as dishonest nodes, nd), and the deisionsof the agent. We assume the existene of a funtion that maps these fatorsinto a probability measure p 2 [0; 1℄.2 In partiular:{ The level of anonymity of the system is positively orrelated to the num-ber of users of the system.{ Ating as an honest node improves anonymity. Senders who do not run anode may aidentally hoose a dishonest node as their �rst hop, signif-iantly dereasing their anonymity (espeially in low-lateny anonymitysystems where end-to-end timing attaks are very hard to prevent [3℄).Further, agents who run a node an undetetably blend their messageinto their node's traÆ, so an observer annot know when the messageis sent.{ The relation between the number of nodes and the probability of re-maining anonymous might not be monotoni. For a given amount oftraÆ, sensitive agents might want fewer nodes in order to maintainlarge anonymity sets. But if some nodes are dishonest, users may prefermore honest nodes (to inrease the hane that messages go through hon-est nodes). Agents that at as nodes may prefer fewer nodes, to maintainlarger anonymity sets at their partiular node. Hene the probability ofremaining anonymous is inversely related to the number of nodes butpositively related to the ratio of honest/dishonest nodes. (On the otherhand, improving anonymity by reduing the number of nodes an betaken too far | a system with only one node may be easier to monitorand attak. See Setion 5 for more disussion.)If we assume that honest nodes always deliver messages that go throughthem, the level of reliability in the system is then an inverse funtion of theshare of dishonest nodes in the system, nd=nh.2. Bene�ts of ating as a node (nodes might be rewarded for forwarding traÆor for reating dummy traÆ), bh.3. Bene�ts of ating as a dishonest node (from disrupting servie or by usingthe information that passes through them), bd.The possible expeted osts inlude:2 Information theoreti anonymity metris [8, 22℄ probably provide better measuresof anonymity: suh work shows how the level of anonymity ahieved by an agentin a mix-net system is assoiated to the partiular struture of the system. Butprobabilities are more tratable in our analysis, as well as better than the ommon\anonymity set" representation.



1. Costs of sending messages through the anonymous system, s, or througha non-anonymous system, n. These osts an inlude both diret �nanialosts suh as usage fees, as well as impliit osts suh as the time to buildand deliver messages, learning urve to get familiar with the system, anddelays inurred when using the system. At �rst these delays through theanonymous system seem positively orrelated to the traÆ ns and negativelyorrelated to the number of nodes nh. But ounterintuitively, more messagesper node might instead derease lateny beause nodes an proess bathesmore often; see Setion 5. In addition, when message delivery is guaranteed,a node might always hoose a longer route to redue risk. We ould assigna higher s to longer routes to reet the ost of additional delay. We alsoinlude here the ost of reeiving dummy traÆ, r.2. Costs of ating as an honest node, h, by reeiving and forwarding traÆ,reating dummy traÆ, or being an exit node (whih involves potential ex-posure to liability from abuses). These osts an be variable or �xed. The�xed osts, for example, are related to the investments neessary to setup thesoftware. The variable osts are often more signi�ant, and are dominatedby the osts of traÆ passing through the node.3. Costs of ating as dishonest node, d (again arrying traÆ; and being ex-posed as a dishonest node may arry a monetary penalty).In addition to the above osts and bene�ts, there are also reputation ostsand bene�ts from: being observed to send or reeive anonymous messages, beingpereived to at as a reliable node, and being thought to at as a dishonest node.Some of these reputation osts and bene�ts ould be modelled endogenously(e.g., being pereived as an honest node brings that node more traÆ, and there-fore more possibilities to hide that node's messages; similarly, being pereivedas a dishonest node might bring traÆ away from that node). In this ase, theywould enter the payo� funtions only indiretly through other parameters (suhas the probability of remaining anonymous) and the hanges they provoke in thebehavior of the agents. In other ases, reputation osts and bene�ts might bevalued per se. While we do not onsider either of these options in the simpli�edmodel below, Setions 5 and 6 disuss the impat of reputation on the model.We assume that agents want to maximize their expeted payo�, whih isa funtion of expeted bene�ts minus expeted osts. Let Si denote the set ofstrategies available to agent i, and si a ertain member of that set. Eah strategysi is based on the the ations ai disussed above. The ombination of strategies(s1; :::; sn), one for eah agent who partiipates in the system, determines theoutome of a game as well as the assoiated payo� for eah agent. Hene, foreah omplete strategy pro�le s = (s1; :::; sn) eah agent reeives the expetedpayo� ui (s) through the payo� funtion u(:). We represent the payo� funtionfor eah agent i in the following form:ui = u�� [ (vri ; pri (nh; nd; ash)) ; � (vai ; pai (ns; nh; nd; ash)) ; asi ℄ + bhahi + bdadi�s (ns; nh) asi � h (ns; nh; nd) ahi � d (::) adi � r (::) ari + (bn � n)ani �



where �(:); (:), and �(:) are unspei�ed funtional forms. The payo� funtionu(:) inludes the osts and bene�ts for all the possible ations of the agents,inluding not using the mix-net and instead sending the messages through a non-anonymous hannel. We an represent the various strategies by using dummyvariables for the various ai.3 We note that the probabilities of a message beingdelivered and a message remaining anonymous are weighted with the valuesvri ; vai , respetively. This is beause di�erent agents might value anonymity andreliability di�erently, and beause in di�erent senarios anonymity and reliabilityfor the same agent might have di�erent impats on her payo�.In Setion 4, we will make a number of assumptions that will allow us tosimplify this equation and model ertain senarios. We present here for thereader's onveniene a table summarizing those variables that will appear inboth the omplete and simpli�ed equations, as well as one that desribes thevariables used only in the more omplete equation above.Variables used in both full and simple payo� equationsui payo� for agent ivai disutility i attahes to message exposurepa simple ase: pai = pa for all i. See next table.number of nodes ns sending agents (sending nodes)(other than i) nh honest nodesin mix-net nd dishonest nodesdummy variables: ahi i is an honest node and sending agent1 if true, 0 otherwise asi i sends through the mix-neth of running an honest nodeosts s of sending a message through the mix-netVariables used only in full payo� equationvri value i attahes to sent message being reeivedpai prob. for i that a sent message loses anonymitypr prob. that message sent through mix-net is reeivedbh of running an honest nodebene�ts bd of running a dishonest nodebn of sending a message around the mix-netadi i runs a dishonest nodedummy variables ani i sends message around the mix-netari i reeives dummy traÆd of running a dishonest nodeosts r of reeiving dummy traÆn of sending a message around the mix-netNote also that the osts and bene�ts from sending the message ould bedistint from the osts and bene�ts from keeping the information anonymous.3 For example, if the agent hooses not to send the message anonymously, the prob-ability of remaining anonymous pai will be equal to zero, as;d;r;h will be zero too,and the only ost in the funtion will be n.



For example, when Alie anonymously purhases a book, she gains a pro�t equalto the di�erene between her valuation of the book and its prie. But if heranonymity is ompromised during the proess, she ould inur losses (or misspro�ts) ompletely independent from the prie of the book or her valuation of it.The payo� funtion u(:) above allows us to represent the duality impliit in allprivay issues, as well as the distintion between the value of sending a messageand the value of keeping it anonymous:Anonymity ReliabilityBene�t from remaining anonymous /ost avoided by remaining anonymous, or Bene�t in sending message that will be reeived /ost avoided by sending suh a message, orCost from losing anonymity /pro�ts missed beause of loss of anonymity Cost from a message not being reeived /pro�ts missed by message not being reeivedHeneforth, we will onsider the diret bene�ts or losses rather than theirdual opportunity osts or avoided osts. Nevertheless, the above representationallows us to formalize the various possible ombinations. For example, if a ertainmessage is sent to gain some bene�t, but anonymity must be proteted in orderto avoid losses, then vri will be positive while vai will be negative and pai willenter the payo� funtion as (1� pai). On the other side, if the agent must senda ertain message to avoid some losses but anonymity ensures her some bene�ts,then vri will be negative and pri will enter the payo� funtion as (1� pri), whilevai will be positive.4With this framework we an ompare, for example, the losses due to ompro-mised anonymity to the osts of proteting it. An agent will deide to protetherself by spending a ertain amount if the amount spent in defense plus the ex-peted losses for losing anonymity after the investment are less than the expetedlosses from not sending the message at all.4 Applying The ModelIn this setion we apply the above framework to simple senarios. We makea number of assumptions to let us model the behavior of mix-net partiipantsas players in a repeated-game, simultaneous-move game-theoreti framework.Thus we an analyze the eonomi justi�ations for the various hoies of thepartiipants, and ompare design approahes to mix-net systems.Consider a set of ns agents interested in sending anonymous ommuniations.Imagine that there is only one system whih an be used to send anonymousmessages, and one other system to send non-anonymous messages. Eah agenthas three options: only send her own messages through the mix-net; send hermessages but also at as a node forwarding messages from other users; or don'tuse the system at all (by sending a message without anonymity, or by not sending4 Being ertain of staying anonymous would therefore eliminate the risk of vai , whilebeing ertain of losing anonymity would impose on the agent the full ost vai . Sim-ilarly, guaranteed delivery will eliminate the risk of losing vri , while delivery failurewill impose the full ost vri .



the message). Thus initially we do not onsider the strategy of hoosing to bea bad node, or additional honest strategies like reating and reeiving dummytraÆ.We represent the game as a simultaneous-move, repeated game beause ofthe large number of partiipants and beause of the impat of earlier ations onfuture strategies. A large group will have no disernable or agreeable order for theations of all partiipants, so ations an be onsidered simultaneous. The limitedommitment produed by earlier ations allows us to onsider a repeated-gamesenario.5 These two onsiderations suggest against using a sequential approahof the Stakelberg type [14, Ch. 3℄. For similar reasons we also avoid a \war ofattrition/bargaining model" framework (see for example [21℄) where the relativeimpatiene of players plays an important role.4.1 AdversaryAlthough strategi agents annot hoose to be bad nodes in this simpli�ed se-nario, we still assume there is a perentage of bad nodes and that agents respondto this possibility. Spei�ally we assume a global passive adversary (GPA) thatan observe all traÆ on all links (between users and nodes, between nodes,and between nodes or users and reipients). Additionally, we also study the asewhen the adversary inludes some perentage of mix nodes. In hoosing strate-gies agents will attah a subjetive probability to arbitrary nodes being om-promised | all nodes not run by the agent are assigned the same probability ofbeing ompromised. This fator inuenes their assessment of the anonymity ofmessages they send. A purely passive adversary is unrealisti in most settings,e.g., it assumes that hostile users never seletively send messages at ertain timesor over ertain routes, and nodes and links never seletively trikle or ood mes-sages [23℄. Nonetheless, a global passive adversary is still quite strong, and thusa typial starting point of anonymity analyses.4.2 Honest AgentsIf a user only sends messages, the ost of using the anonymous servie is s.This ost might be higher than using the non-anonymous hannel, n, beauseof usage fees, usage hassles, or delays. To keep things simple, we assume thatall messages pass through the mix-net in �xed-length free routes, so that we anwrite s as a �xed value, the same for all agents. Users send messages at the sametime, and only one message at a time. We also assume that routes are hosenrandomly by users, so that traÆ is uniformly distributed among the nodes.6If a user deides to be a node, her osts inrease with the volume of traÆ(we fous here on the traÆ-based variable osts). We also assume that all agentsknow the number of agents using the system and whih of them are ating as5 In Setion 3 we have highlighted that, for both nodes and simpler users, variableosts are more signi�ant than �xed osts.6 Reputation onsiderations might alter this point; see Setion 5.



nodes. We also assume that all agents pereive the same level of anonymity in thesystem based on traÆ and number of nodes, hene pai = pa for all i. Finally,we imagine that agents use the system beause they want to avoid potentiallosses from not being anonymous. This subjetive sensitivity to anonymity isrepresented by vai (we an initially imagine vai as a ontinuous variable witha ertain distribution aross all agents; see below). In other words, we initiallyfous on the goal of remaining anonymous given an adversary that an ontrolsome nodes and observe all ommuniations. Other than anonymity, we do notonsider any potential bene�t or ost, e.g., possible greater reliability, from send-ing around the mix-net. We later omment on the additional reliability issues.ui = �vai �1� pa �ns; nh; nd; ahi ��� sasi � h (ns; nh; nd) ahi � vaianiThus eah agent i tries to minimize the osts of sending messages and the riskof being traked. The �rst omponent is the probability that anonymity will belost given the number of agents sending messages, the number of them atingas honest and dishonest nodes, and the ation a of agent i itself. This hane isweighted by vai , the disutility agent i derives from its message being exposed.We also inlude the osts of sending a message through the mix-net, ating asa node when there are ns agents sending messages over nh and nd nodes, andsending messages through a non-anonymous system, respetively. Eah period, arational agent an ompare the payo� oming from eah of these three one-periodstrategies. Ation Payo�as �vai (1� pa (ns; nh; nd))� sah �vai �1� pa �ns; nh; nd; ahi ��� s � h (ns; nh; nd)an �vaiWe do not expliitly allow the agent to hoose not to send a message at all,whih would of ourse minimize the risk of anonymity ompromise. Also, wedo not expliitly report the value of sending a suessful message. Both aresimpli�ations that do not alter the rest of the analysis. 7While this model is simple, it allows us to highlight some of the dynamisthat might take plae in the deision proess of agents willing to use a mix-net.We now onsider various versions of this model.7 We ould insert an ation a0 with a ertain disutility or ost from not sendingany message, and then solve the problem of minimizing the expeted losses. Or, weould insert in the payo� funtion for ations as;h;n also the payo� from suessfullysending a message ompared to not sending it (whih ould be interpreted also as anopportunity ost), and solve the dual problem of maximizing the expeted payo�.Either way, the \exit" strategy for eah agent will either be sending a messagenon-anonymously, or not sending it at all, depending on whih option maximizesthe expeted bene�ts or minimizes the expeted losses. Thereafter, we an simplyompare the two other ations (being a user, or being also a node) to the optimalexit strategy.



Myopi Agents Myopi agents do not onsider the long-term onsequenes oftheir ations. They simply onsider the status of the network and, dependingon the payo�s of the one-period game, adopt a ertain strategy. Suppose thata new agent with a privay sensitivity vai is onsidering using a mix-net with(urrently) ns users and nh honest nodes.Then if�vai �1� pa �ns + 1; nh + 1; nd; ahi ��� s � h (ns + 1; nh + 1; nd)< �vai (1� pa (ns + 1; nh; nd))� s; and�vai �1� pa �ns + 1; nh + 1; nd; ahi ��� s � h (ns + 1; nh + 1; nd)< �vaiagent i will hoose to beome a node in the mix-net. If�vai �1� pa �ns + 1; nh + 1; nd; ahi ��� s � h (ns + 1; nh + 1; nd)> �vai (1� pa (ns + 1; nh; nd))� s; and�vai (1� pa (ns + 1; nh; nd))� s < �vaithen agent i will hoose to be a user of the mix-net. Otherwise, i will simply notuse the mix-net.Our goal is to highlight the eonomi rationale impliit in the above inequal-ities. In the �rst ase agent i is omparing the bene�ts of the ontribution to herown anonymity of ating as a node to the osts. Ating as a node dramatiallyinreases anonymity, but it will also bring more traÆ-related osts to the agent.Agents with high privay sensitivity (high vai) will be more likely to aept thetrade-o� and beome nodes beause they risk a lot by losing their anonymity,and beause ating as nodes signi�antly inreases their probabilities of remain-ing anonymous. On the other side, agents with a lower sensitivity to anonymitymight deide that the osts or hassle of using the system are too high, and wouldnot send the message (or would use non-anonymous hannels).Strategi Agents: Simple Case. Strategi agents take into onsideration thefat that their ations will trigger responses from the other agents.We start by onsidering only one-on-one interations. First we present thease where eah agent knows the other agent's type, but we then disuss whathappens when there is unertainty about the other agent's type.Suppose that eah of agent i and agent j onsiders the other agent's reationfuntion in her deision proess. Then we an summarize the payo� matrix in



the following way:8 Agent i / Agent j ahj asj anjahi Ai; Aj Di; Bj Ei; Cjasi Bi; Dj Fi; Fj Gi; Cjani Ci; Ej Ci; Gj Ci; CjAs before, eah agent has a trade-o� between the ost of traÆ and the bene�t oftraÆ when being a node, and a trade-o� between having more nodes and fewernodes. In addition to the previous analysis, now the �nal outome also dependson how muh eah agent knows about whether the other agent is honest, andhow muh she knows about the other agent's sensitivity to privay.Of ourse, for an expliit solution we need a spei� funtional form forthe probability funtion.9 Nevertheless, even at this abstrat level of desriptionthis framework an be mapped into the model analyzed in [19℄ where two playersdeide simultaneously whether to ontribute to a publi good.In our model, when for example vai � vaj and vai is large, the disutility toplayer i from not using the system or not being a node will be so high that shewill deide to be a node even if j might free ride on her. Hene if j values heranonymity, but not that muh, the strategies ahi ,asj an be an equilibrium of therepeated game.In fat, this model might have equilibria with free-riding even when the otheragent's type is unknown. Imagine both agents know that the valuations vai ; vajare drawn independently from a ontinuous, monotoni probability distribution.Again, when one agent ares about her privay enough, and/or believes thatthere is a high probability that the opponent would at as a dishonest node,then the agent will be better o� proteting her own interests by beoming anode (again see [19℄). Of ourse the more interesting ases are those when theselear-ut senarios do not arise, whih we onsider next.Strategi Agents: Multi-player Case. Eah player now onsiders the strate-gi deisions of a vast number of other players. Fudenberg and Levine [13℄ propose8 We use parameters to suintly represent the following expeted payo�s:Aw = �vw �1� pa �ns + 2; nh + 2; nd; ahw��� s � h (ns + 2; nh + 2; nd)Bw = �vw (1� pa (ns + 2; nh + 1; nd))� sCw = �vwDw = �vw �1� pa �ns + 2; nh + 1; nd; ahw��� s � h (ns + 2; nh + 1; nd)Ew = �vw �1� pa �ns + 1; nh + 1; nd; ahw��� s � h (ns + 1; nh + 1; nd)Fw = �vw (1� pa (ns + 2; nh; nd))� sGw = �vw (1� pa (ns + 1; nh; nd))� s9 We have seen above, however, that privay metris like [8, 22℄ do not diretly trans-late into monotoni probability funtions of the type traditionally used in gametheory. Furthermore, the atual level of anonymity will depend on the mix-net pro-tool and topology (synhronous networks will provide larger anonymity sets thanasynhronous networks for the same traÆ divided among the nodes).



a model where eah player plays a large set of idential players, eah of whihis \in�nitesimal", i.e. its ations annot a�et the payo� of the �rst player. Wede�ne the payo� of eah player as the average of his payo�s against the dis-tribution of strategies played by the ontinuum of the other players. In otherwords, for eah agent, we will have: ui = Pns ui (ai; a�i) where the notationrepresents the omparison between one spei� agent i and all the others. Coop-erative solutions with a �nite horizon are often not sustainable when the ationsof other agents are not observable beause, by bakward indution, eah agentwill have an inentive to deviate from the ooperative strategy. As omparedto the analysis above with only two agents, now a defetion of one agent mighta�et only in�nitesimally the payo� of the other agents, so the agents mighttend not to punish the defetor. But then, more agents will tend to deviate andthe ooperative equilibrium might ollapse. \Defetion", in fat, ould be atingonly as a user and refusing to be a node when the agent starts realizing thatthere is enough anonymity in the system and she no longer needs to be a node.But if too many agents at this way, the system might break down for lak ofnodes, after whih everybody would have to resort to non-anonymous hannels.We an onsider this to be a \publi good with free-riding" type of problem[7℄. The novel point from a game-theoreti perspetive is that the highly sensitiveagents atually want some level of free-riding, to provide noise. On the other side,they do not want too muh free-riding | for example from highly sensitive typespretending to be agents with low sensitivity | if it involves high traÆ osts.So, under whih onditions will a system with many players not implode?First, a trigger strategy might be agreed upon among the many agents, sothat the deviation of one single player might be met by the reation of all theothers (as desribed in [13℄). Of ourse the only punishment available here ismaking the system unavailable, whih has a ost for all agents. In addition,oordination osts might be prohibitive. This is not a viable strategy.Seond, we must remember that highly sensitive agents, for a given amountof traÆ, prefer to be nodes (beause anonymity will inrease) and prefer to workin systems with fewer nodes (else traÆ gets too dispersed and the anonymitysets get too small). So, if vai is partiularly high, i.e. if the ost of not havinganonymity is very high for the most sensitive agents, then they will deide to atas nodes regardless of what the others do. Also, if there are enough agents withlower vai , again a \high" type might have an interest in ating alone if its ostsof not having anonymity would be too high ompared to the osts of handlingthe traÆ of the less sensitive types.In fat, when the valuations are ontinuously distributed, this might generateequilibria where the agents with the highest valuations vai beome nodes, andthe others, starting with the \marginal" type (the agent indi�erent between thebene�ts she would get from ating as node and the added osts of doing so)provide traÆ.10 This problem an be mapped to the solutions in [4℄ or [17℄. Atthat point an equilibrium level of free-riding might be reahed. This ondition10 Writing down spei� equilibria, again, will �rst involve hoosing appropriateanonymity metris, whih might be system-dependent.



an be also ompared to [15℄, where the paradox of informationally eÆientmarkets is desribed.11The problems start if we onsider now a di�erent situation. Rather than hav-ing a ontinuous distribution of valuations vai , we onsider two types of agents:the agent with a high valuation, vai = vH , and the agent with a low valuation,vai = vL. We assume that the vL agents will simply partiipate sending traÆif the system is heap enough for them to use (but see Setion 6.3), and we alsoassume this will not pose any problem to the vH type, whih in fat has aninterest in having more traÆ. Thus we an fous on the interation between asubset of users: the idential high-types.Here the \marginal" argument disussed above might not work, and oor-dination might be ostly. In order to have a senario where the system is self-sustaining and free, and the agents are of high and low types, the ations of theagents must be visible and the agents themselves must agree to reat togetherto any deviation of a marginal player. In realisti senarios, however, this willinvolve very high transation/oordination osts, and will require an extreme(and possibly unlikely) level of rationality for the agents. This equilibrium willalso tend to ollapse when the bene�ts from being a node are not very highompared to the osts. Paradoxially, it also breaks down when an agent trustsanother so muh that she prefers to delegate away the task of being a node. Theabove onsiderations however also hint at other possible solutions to redue o-ordination osts. We now onsider some other mehanisms that an make thesesystems eonomially viable.5 Alternate Inentive MehanismsAs the self-organized system might ollapse under some of the onditions exam-ined above, we disuss now what eonomi inentives we an get from alternativemehanisms.1. Usage fee. If partiipants pay to use the system, the \publi good withfree-riding" problem turns into a \lubs" senario. The priing mehanismmust be related to how muh the partiipants expet to use the system orhow sensitive they are. Sensitive agents might support the others by o�eringthem limited servies for free, beause they need their traÆ as noise. TheAnonymizer o�ers basi servie at low osts to low-sensitivity agents (there isa ost in the delay, the limitation on destination addresses, and the hassle ofusing the free servie), and o�ers better servie for money. With usage fees,the ost of being a node is externalized. A hybrid solution involves distributedtrusted nodes, supported through entry fees paid to a entral authority andredistributed to the nodes. This was the approah of the Freedom Networkfrom Zero-Knowledge Systems. The network was shut down beause theywere unable to sell enough lients to over their osts.11 The equilibrium in [15℄ relies on the \marginal" agent who is indi�erent betweengetting more information about the market and not getting it.



2. \Speial" agents. Suh agents have a payo� funtion that onsiders the soialvalue of having an anonymous system or are otherwise paid or supported toprovide suh servie. If these agents are paid, the mehanism beomes similarto the hybrid solution disussed above, exept anonymity-sensitive agents,rather than at as nodes, pass the money to a entral authority. The entralauthority redistributes the funding among trusted entities ating as nodes.3. Publi rankings and reputation. A higher reputation not only attrats moreover traÆ but is also a reward in itself. Just as the statistis pages forseti�home [5℄ enourage partiipation, publily ranking generosity reatesan inentive to partiipate. Although the inentives of publi reognition andpubli good don't �t in our model very well, we emphasize them beause theyexplain most atual urrent node operators. As disussed above, reputationan enter the payo� funtion indiretly or diretly (when agents value theirreputation as a good itself).If we publish a list of nodes ordered by safety (based on number of messagespassing through the node), the high-sensitivity agents will gravitate to safenodes, ausing more traÆ and improving their safety further (and loweringthe safety of other nodes). In our model the system will stabilize with one ora few mix nodes. In reality, though, pa is inuened not just by nh but alsoby jurisditional diversity | a given high-sensitivity sender is happier witha diverse set of mostly busy nodes than with a set of very busy nodes runin the same zone. Also, after some threshold of users, lateny will begin tosu�er, and the low sensitivity users will go elsewhere, taking away the nieanonymity sets.More generally, a low-lateny node may attrat many low-sensitivity agents,and thus ounterintuitively provide better anonymity than one that waits tobath many messages for greater seurity.6 A Few More Roadbloks6.1 Authentiation in a Volunteer EonomyOur disussions so far indiate that it may in fat be plausible to build a stronganonymity infrastruture from a wide-spread group of independent nodes thateah want good anonymity for their own purposes. In fat, the more jurisdi-tionally diverse this group of nodes, the more robust the overall system.However, volunteers are problems: users don't know the node operators, anddon't know whether they an trust them. We an struture system protoolsto reate better inentives for honest prinipals and to ath bad performaneby others, e.g. by inorporating reeipts and trusted witnesses [10℄, or using aself-regulating topology based on verifying reliability [11℄. But even when thisis feasible, identifying individuals is a problem. Classi authentiation onsiderswhether it's the right entity, but not whether the authentiated parties are dis-tint from one another. One person may reate and ontrol several distint onlineidentities. This pseudospoo�ng problem [12℄ is a nightmare when an anonymityinfrastruture is saled to a large, di�use, peer-to-peer design; it remains one



of the main open problems in the design of any deentralized anonymity ser-vie. The Advogato trust metri [16℄ and similar tehniques rely on humans tomake initial trust deisions, and then bound trust ow over a erti�ation graph.However, so far none of these trust ow approahes have provided a lear solu-tion to the problem. Another potential solution, a global PKI to ensure uniqueidentities [24℄, is unlikely to emerge any time soon.6.2 Dishonest Nodes vs. Lazy NodesWe have primarily foused on the strategi motivations of honest agents, butthe motivations of dishonest agents are at least as important. An anonymity-breaking adversary with an adequate budget would do best to provide very goodservie, possibly also attempting DoS against other high-quality providers. Noneof the usual metris of performane and eÆieny an identify dishonest nodes.Further, who alulates those metris and how? If they depend on a entral-ized trusted authority, the advantages of di�usion are lost. Another approahto breaking anonymity is to simply attak the reliability or pereived reliabilityof the system | this attak ushes users to a weaker system just as militarystrikes against underground ables fore the enemy to ommuniate over lessseure hannels.On the other hand, when we onsider strategi dishonest nodes we mustalso analyze their motivations as rational agents. A at-out dishonest agentpartiipates only to ompromise anonymity or reliability. In doing so, however,a dishonest agent will have to onsider the osts of reahing and maintaining aposition from whih those attaks are e�etive | whih will probably involvegaining reputation and ating as a node for an extended period of time, a ostif the goal is to generally break reliability. Suh adversaries will be in an armsrae with protool developers to stay undeteted despite their attaks [11℄. Thebene�ts from suessful attaks might be �nanial, as in the ase of disoveringand using sensitive information or a ompetitor's servie being disrupted; or theyould be purely related to personal satisfation. The osts of being disoveredas a dishonest node inlude rebuilding a new node's worth of reputation; butbeing notied and exposed as the adversary may have very serious negativeonsequenes for the attaker itself. (Imagine the publi response if an Internetprovider were found running dishonest nodes.) Thus, all things onsidered, itmight be that the laws of eonomis work against the attaker as well.A \lazy" node, on the other hand, wants to protet her own anonymity, butkeeps her osts lower by not forwarding or aepting all of her inoming traÆ.By doing so this node dereases the reliability of the system. While this strategymight be sounder than the one of the at-out dishonest node, it also exposesagain the lazy node to the risk of being reognized as a disruptor of the system.In addition, this tati, by altering the ow of the traÆ through her own node,might atually redue the anonymity of that agent.Surveys and analysis on atual attaks on atual systems (e.g., [18℄) an helpdetermine whih forms of attaks are frequent, how dangerous they are, andwhether eonomi inentives or tehnial answers are the best ountermeasures.



6.3 Bootstrapping The System And Pereived CostsOur models so far have onsidered the strategi hoies of agents faing analready existing mix-net. We might even imagine that the system does not yetexist but that, before the �rst period of the repeated-game, all the players ansomehow know eah other and oordinate to start with one of the ooperativeequilibria disussed above.But this does not sound like a realisti senario. Hene we must disuss howa mix-net system with distributed trust an ome to be. We fae a paradox here:agents with high privay sensitivity want lots of traÆ in order to feel seureusing the system. They need many partiipants with lower privay sensitivitiesusing the system �rst. The problem lies in the fat that there is no reasonto believe the lower sensitivity types are more likely to be early adopters. Inaddition, their pereived osts of using the system might be higher than thereal osts12 | espeially when the system is new and not well known | so inthe strategi deision proess they will deide against using the mix-net at all.Corret marketing seems ritial to gaining ritial mass in an anonymity system:in hindsight, perhaps Zero-Knowledge Systems would have gotten farther had itplaed initial emphasis on usability rather than seurity.Note that here again reliability beomes an issue, sine we must onsider boththe bene�ts from sending a message and keeping it anonymous. If the bene�tsof sending a message are not that high to begin with, then a low sensitivityagent will have fewer inentives to spend anything on the message's anonymity.We an also extend the analysis from our model that onsiders the osts andbene�ts of a single system to the omparison of di�erent systems with di�erentosts/bene�t harateristis. We omment more on this in the onlusion.DiÆulties in bootstrapping the system and the myopi behavior [1℄ of someusers might make the additional inentive mehanisms disussed in Setion 5preferable to a market-only solution.6.4 Customization And Preferential Servie Are Risky TooLeaving seurity deisions up to the user is traditionally a way to transfer ostor liability from the vendor to the ustomer; but in strong anonymity systemsit may be unavoidable. For example, the sender might hoose how many nodesto use, whether to use mostly nodes run by her friends, whether to send in themorning or evening, et. After all, only she knows the value of her anonymity.But this hoie also threatens anonymity | di�erent usage patterns an helpdistinguish and trak users.12 Many individuals tend to be myopi in their attitude to privay. They laim theywant it but they are not willing to pay for it. While this might reet a rationalassessment of the trade-o�s (that is, quite simply, the agents do not value theiranonymity highly enough to justify the ost to protet it), it might also reet\myopi" behavior suh as the hyperboli disounting of future osts assoiated tothe loss of anonymity. See also [1℄.



Limiting hoie of system-wide seurity parameters an protet users by keep-ing the noise fairly uniform, but introdues ineÆienies; users that don't need asmuh protetion may feel they're wasting resoures. Yet we risk anonymity if welet users optimize their behavior. We an't even let users pay for better servieor preferential treatment | the hordes in the oah seats are more anonymousthan the few in �rst lass.This need to pigeonhole users into a few behavior lasses onits with thefat that real-world users have a ontinuum of interests and approahes. Redu-ing options an lead to redued usability, saring away the users and leaving auseless anonymity system.7 Future WorkThere are a number of diretions for future researh:{ Dummy traÆ. Dummy traÆ inreases osts but it also inreases anonymity.In this extension we should study bilateral or multilateral ontrats betweenagents, ontratually foring eah agent to send to another agent(s) a er-tain number of messages in eah period. With these ontrats, if the sendingagent does not have enough real messages going through its node, it willhave to generate them as dummy traÆ in order not to pay a penalty.{ Reliability. As noted above, we should add reliability issues to the model.{ Strategi dishonest nodes. As we disussed, it is probably more eonomiallysound for an agent to be a lazy node than an anonymity-attaking node.Assuming that strategi bad nodes an exist, we should study the inentivesto at honestly or dishonestly and the e�et on reliability and anonymity.{ Unknown agent types. We should extend the above senarios further to on-sider a probability distribution for an agent's guess about another agent'sprivay sensitivity.{ Comparison between systems. We should ompare mix-net systems to othersystems, as well as use the above framework to ompare the adoption ofsystems with di�erent harateristis.{ Exit nodes. We should extend the above analysis to onsider spei� ostssuh as the potential osts assoiated with ating as an exit node.{ Reputation. Reputation an have a powerful impat on the framework abovein that it hanges the assumption that traÆ will distribute uniformly arossnodes. We should extend our analysis to study this more formally.{ Information theoreti metri. We should extend the analysis of informationtheoreti metris in order to formalize the funtional forms in the agentpayo� funtion.8 ConlusionsWe have desribed the foundations for an eonomi approah to the study ofstrong anonymity infrastrutures. We foused on the inentives for partiipants
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